
Market View
Covid-19 Update

As we continue to manage the impact of the global spread of COVID-19, the need for us, as a 
community, to support and take care of each other becomes even more important. With this in 
mind, we have captured some key insights from the wider auto classifieds market to help you 
manage your business now and in readiness for the better times to come. 

Key Insight
- Retail prices appear to be stable 

when comparing a sample of 50 
leading make/ models 
advertised in early March vs. late 
April

- Overall picture masks some 
regional variations e.g. a -4.3% 
drop in asking prices in South 
Central England and a -1.4% 
drop in the South East England 
(franchise dealers). Conversely, 
there is some evidence of 
increased asking prices in 
London and Scotland 
(independent dealers)

- However, it appears that for both 
the franchise and independents 
sectors, the majority continue to 
avoid distressing their inventory

- Despite the warm 
weather, Google Trends data 
shows that searches for “used 
car” and “cars for sale” remain 
broadly stable over last week

“Used car” & “Cars For Sale” – Search Interest over time
7 day rolling average, 1st Feb to 25th April 2020, Google Trends
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Average Price by region of 50 leading make/models 

£Avg, w/c 5 Mar vs 23rd Apr
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Average Price by region of 50 leading make/models 

£Avg, w/c Mar vs 23rd Apr
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5th March –
1st UK fatality

11th March –
WHO announces 

COVID-19 as 
pandemic

17th March –
School and Nursery 

closure announced for 
20/03/20

21st March 
– Pubs, bars, gyms etc. 

closed for indefinite 
period

24th March –
Restrictions on 

movement for 3 
weeks 

announced

5th April – Boris 
Johnson 

admitted to 
hospital

12th April – Easter 
Sunday

16th April – 3-week 
extension to lockdown 
measures confirmed

cars for sale: (United Kingdom)used cars: (United Kingdom)

https://google.com/trends


The Industry View

The popular weekly Motor Trade Radio, in association with eBay Motors Group, has responded to 
the COVID-19 crisis by launching a series of special interviews with industry leaders sharing their 
views on how to manage activities during the lockdown. 

Below we summarise the key insight from Lee Swinerd, Managing Director in KPMG’s Advisory 
Practice

• As per January 2020, Lower Medium, Medium and Supermini 

were again the fastest selling sectors, averaging 40 days in 

stock 

• London was the fastest selling region, averaging 29 days in 

stock (3 days faster than Jan 2019) , followed by Scotland at 35 

days

Click here to listen to the full interview on Motor Trade 
Radio across a wide range of download platforms à

How do you think the UK car retailing sector will emerge from the lockdown and 
are there any lessons to learn from other car markets?

We have been talking to our colleagues in China, as they are ahead of us on the 
COVID-19 curve, and one of the key messages from them is that businesses across 
all sectors are looking to accelerate their digitalisation, so if there's another wave or 
another pandemic in the future, then business models will be more robust to deal 
with online transactions. 

That is likely to be replicated in the UK, but I think that trend was already here pre-
COVID-19. There is definitely a desire for more online transactions, but it does 
depend on age demographics. 

Some of the older demographics are going to be less likely to go digital because 
they are going to want to touch and feel a car before they buy it. 
While some of the younger buyers are likely to take the view that there are very few 
bad new cars in the market, so they will go online to buy and maybe not even test 
drive a car anymore. If that happens the online retail model will get accelerated. 

Do you think car deliveries for dealers are actually realistic, or will click and 
collect be a more cost-effective solution?

I think both models can work. Dealers will probably become more like fulfilment 
centres. If you look at retail generally, people like the convenience of home 
delivery. So, if they don't want to go to the dealer to pick up a car then perhaps 
dealers should charge for that service to cover their costs.

Lee Swinerd
Managing Director 

KPMG’s Advisory Practice
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